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INTRODUCTION

    On May 9, 1973, the Governments of Australia and New Zealand

submitted applications to the ,International Court Hof Justice instituting

proceedings against France in respect of a dispute concerning the

holding of atmospheric tests of'nuclear weaponS by the French Gov-

ernment in the Pacific Ocean. The Governments of Australia and
New Zealand asked the I4ternational Cour,t "to adjudge 'and declare

that the carrying out ol further atmospheric nuclear weapon tests in

                                            'the South Pacific Ocean is not consistent with applicable rules of

international law."(i)

    On December 20, 1974, the Court found that the claim of Aus-

tralia and New Zealand no longer had any object and that the Court

was therefore not called upon to give a decision theireon. In this

judgment, the legality of nuclear tests in general remained unsettled

although the dispute was seftled by the dec{sion of the Court.

    In this paper,Iwill examine the legal issue of nuclear weapon

testing in the atmosphere which the Court did not clarify. And to

discuss its legality, three aspects of the problem are separately exam-

ined. The first is whether or not there is customary international law

which prohibits the testing of nuclear weapon in the atmosphere. The

second is whether or not these nuclear tests violate the national

sovereignty of other states. The third is whether or not a nuclear test

is inconsistent with the principle of freedom of the high seas.

    Before examining these aspects of the question, it is necessary to

settle two preliminary problems. One concerns the nature of the dis-

pute. Some judges ahd aUthors claim 'that rthe'qUestion is not legal

but political.M Other judges treat the dispute as a legal one.(S) Accord-

ing to the Court's judgment, the dispute having disappeared, the

claim of Australia no longer has any object.(4) It may be presumed

from this reasoning that a legal dispute had existed at first but be-

cause of legally binding declarations made by the French Government,
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the dispute has disappeared. Additionally, since•the Partial Test Ban

Treaty yvas cohclnded in 1963, nuclear tests-- in the atmosphere have

been treated as. a legal problem. We can not c!aim that such a'dispute

iS eXl LUeSiVseeiYonJad PpOrleitiCmtl.nOanrye' problein is the 61ai!fi that Australia and

Nevi Zealand have themselves accepted the legality of •nuclear tests by

participating in and assisting with tests by the United Kingdom in the

1950s.(5) However, nearly two decades have passed since then. We have

to examine the rules of'international'law in force at the time when a

dispute occurs. , -
        '

                                ,

   '                        '

  Section I CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW

                                                            '
    The Government of Australia claimed that France's carrying out

nuclear tests was inconsistent with international law and the Charter

of the United Nations. The first concrete claim is as follows: '

   ' The right of Australia and its people, in common with other

    states and their peoples, to be, free from atmospheric nuclear

    weapon tests by any country is and will be violated.(6)

What is claimed here is that France is'under obligation to all states-

accordingly, to' Australia-to abstain frem any nuclear weapon testing.

In other words, in the Australian•opinion; the prohibition of nuclear

weapon tests in the-a'tmosphere which is provided for in the Partial

Test Ban Treaty of 1963 is now a prohibition having force under
general• international law, which is binding not only on parties to the

Treaty but also on non-parties to the Treaty. The Australian Govern-

ment claims that the content of the Partial Test Ban Treaty has

beeome a•part of customary international law.

    As evidence of its claim, Australia states that a'•great number of

states have signed the Treaty, that the General Assembly of the U.
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N. has been adopting resolutions which condemn the tests almost

every year, and that there is workl public opinion which is manifested

in the resolutions and declarations of other international organizations

or conferences and protests against nuclear tests by many states.

    On the contrary, the French Government maintains that the pro-

hibition of nuclear tests can not apply to France because France and

China-two nuclear states--are strongly opposed to the Partial Test

Ban Treaty, that resolutions of the U. 'N. General Assembly do not

have any legally binding force, and that the Treaty permits easy terms

of withdrawal from the agreement.

    This is a problem concerning the process by which treaties become

customary international law,(n and it concerns Article 38 of the Vienna

Convention on the Law of Treaties. In this section, we have to clarify

whether the Partial Test Ban Treaty of 1963 had become general

customary international law by the time of the dispute, that is in

1973.

    I first point out four legal characteristics of the Treaty.(S) i) The

Treaty prohibits tests principally in the atmosphere, in outer space

and under water, and tests underground are permitted conditionally. ii)

The Treaty provides for the privileged status of the United Kingdom,

the Soviet Union and the United States. iii) The Treaty is open to all

states without any 1imitation. iv) The Treaty recognizes the right of

withdrawal by a state exercising its national sovereignty.

    It is important to describe the international situation when the

Treaty was adopted. What is most important is that the Governments

of France and of the People's Republic of China expressed their

opposition to the Treaty very clearly.(9År On the other hand, a great

number of states supported the Treaty, and by the time. when the

Treaty entered into force on October 10, 1963, 109 states had signed
it'

    It is not strictly necessary for all states in the intermational

society to become parties to a treaty in order to make its content

customary international law; it is sufficient for almost all states to
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beceme parties, but the situation must be examined case by case when

there are some non-parties and especially when some states• strongly

oppese a particular treaty. Tbe Intermational Court of Justice- touched

on this problem in the Nerth Sea'Continental Sheli Case of 1969 and

(lescribed the conditien$ as follows:

       With respect to the other elements usually regarded as neces-

    sary'before a conventional rule can be considered te have hecome

    a general rule of internatioma1 law, it might be that, even without

    the passage• of .any considerable period 'of time, a very wklespread

    and representative participation in the ••convention might suffice crf

    itsdf, provided,it included that ,of states whose interests were

    specially affectedco

Z'he Court described "a very widespread and representative partici-

pation" with the proviso that "participatien of states whose interests

are specially affected" is necessary. •

    in using this crituion, the non-panicipation ef France and China,

which are states whose jnterests are specially affected, is critical. As

a counter•argument, the Government of Australia contended that Ctthe

reaction of the other members ef international community to the dis-

senting behaviour of one or some of them could be an efficient and

valid element of proof.of the opq;ni;e jun's which is the basis of that

norm."tw However, it is very dHicult to certify that customary inter-
national laW which binds France and China in regard to nucha tests

is being fermed when France and•China, having direct interest in the

problem, expressly and consistently oppose prohibition of nuclear tests.

   As an expression of workl public opinion, U. N. General Assembly

resolutions indeed play a part in progressive development of ineerna-

tional law. Sometimes a reselution may be treatk)d as evidence of

custemary international law, and can be •an.expression ef daPt'nt'e 7'un's.

But in this cases•':that is, in the ,case of nu.clear tests the atti'tudes of

France and- Chima ape very critical, and th'eir consistent opposition

may prevent'•a resoIution from becoming evidence of custofnary inter-

matiotta1 law. In addition, in Stockholm in 1972, the U. N. Conference

(6)
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on the Hunian EnvirQnment adopted•a relevant:declaration•and reso-

'lution.•PrirrcipleL:`26 of•the declaration'provides that "man 'and•his

'environmeht•must beispared the effect$•of .nuÅélear weapon$ and"al1

other meAns 'of mass destruction."ta" A ireselution whichJ• condemned

nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere' Was al$e' adoptedpa A similar

'resolution wasL also ' adopted by the World Health Assembly 'of WHO.
The declaration'' and resolu'tions approach •ihe:•'prQblemi'- bf nuclear

'testing' from the- paiht Qf view of the' human••environrndnt;•• Thesr are

'•not gtrictly deelaratiohs of,'thei rule .of lawi''but.'iguideliffcfi;i• for' 'goals

'towafd which •we should strive. ' '•' •i" '"' ''h -'

 ''• In concluding this•se'ction, we can Summarize the'•problem as

follows: The problem of whether or not there ig a Customary.inter-

natiQfial law which-prohibitst nuclear weapon- tesits.•in the atmdsphefe

depends on tvio opposite claims.' One is hhe favorable conditiofi for

claiming the existence of customary international law bY•• virtue of

•the-•Partial Test Ban Treaty, of the heavy support for the "Treaty, of

a number of'U.' N GenetAl Assembiy'iresoTu'tions eondemning'nUc'lear

tests, and of a strong ,'desire for the' prohibition of such tests from

the angle of prot"ection of the human environment; The other is the

n'egative 'condition deriving 'from the consistent :opposition to' the ' pro-

hibition of' nuclear tests'by •Ftance''.and -Chiha. i•',:'. - ";'• 'i'- '.."

 ' L' Th'e differnce derives 'in part from the. Treaty itselfs"the purposes

•ef "which are to achie've both disarmament'and protection of t'he human

envirorment.• Froni the''point of view of centent, treaties on• disarina-

-ment in stribt-sense'can not develop'intQ cinstomarsT international

lhw, but'tfe'aties- on' Proteetion of the hu'mair,; environment can',•very

easily do'so.i•• ;•' • ' it : • ' •,- .--,i:,,--•
 ' What is criticalsin this problem is that, as the Internati(mal Court

said" a :widespread' and -nepresentatixte participhtion' ,in..the.' Convention

including 'that 'uf statfes wltose'.ifitersts are specially' ,affecte(l is rvecessafy

for the '.formatibn'L'of customary internatiorial l•aw .frorri the/•basis:--'bf

treaty •provisions. Thereforq it 'is now quite difficu!t to :.conclude hthat

theiprohibition :df nvcleat weapon tests in:'1the' attfiesphere sis . already
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'a fule -of customary international laW, binding also France and China.

    Before examining the second problem in the Section E, we have

to point out two more radical arguments. First, some authors argue

tliat the' prohibition of nuclear weapon tests has the nature of J'tss

cogens.W This new concept of international law, which is included in

the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is one of the causes

of nullity of treaties. There are still opposite views as to' the existence

of positive riiles which have the nature of itss 'eogenspa And further,

ther'i are many dfferent vieWs about' which ruleS' of international law

have the na'ture of 'itss cogd";s. As Article 53 of the Conventien provides

for the peremptory norm of general international law, the rule which

has the nature' of 1'scs aogens must be general international law. Because

the prohibition of' nuclear weapon tests, as I concluded above, can

not now be said tQ be genera! international law, it is vain to discuss

1'tts :cegens in' this connection.

 g- Seeondly, the Gbvernment of Australia argued that the obligation

to " pr6hibit nUclealr weapon tests'was an obligation' erga ofnnes.tu This

argument has some effect based on the judgment of the !. C. J. in the

Barcelona Traction Case. Currently the 'argument is advanced that in

international society •there exists a general interest of international

commttnity or-community interest.en The point is related to the admis-

sib'ility 'of ttre application of Australiai However an obligation erga

o"enes presupposes that the rule must •be general international law; it

is••then impossible to talk about an obligation erga o"ines in the case

df-'ptohibition of-nuclear weapon tests.

             ',.L . '
 i': ' r::aj:. 'L '' ,''" :- - '

'h  '(' Secti6n II'NAtlONAL SOVEREIGNTY
                                                           -                                                tt
 trtt t- it -t -- t tt / /: t
   , The •second claim of' the Australian4Government is as follows:
    '
  •" The .deposit of radio-active falFout.on.the territQry of Aus-
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   tralia and its dispersien in Australia's airspace without Australia's

   consent:
   (a) violates Australian sovereignty over its territory; ,
   Åqb) impairs Australia's independent right to determine what act

   shal1 take place within its territory and in particular whether

    Australia and its people shall be exposed to radiation from'artifF

   cial sources.ua

The claim of Australia here is concerned, 'in the first place, with

national territorial sovereignty and, in the second place, with the right

to decide independently, that is, decisional •sovereignty. First, as the

Australian Government claimed from the legal point ef view,• eaeh

state, including Australia, possesses both territorial inviolability and

decisional inviolability. Second, ..each state is subject to a general,duty

to each other state to respect the territorial integrity and .decisional

integrity of the others. Third, a state may be in breach of that obliga-

tion•although no fault exists in it. The obligation is a strict one.

Fourth, on(;e the obligation is breken, international responsibility is

engaged. Fifth, territorial integrity is voilated by interference with the

exclusive authority of the sovereign. Sixth, internatienal responsibility

is engaged although no pecuniary harm is inflicted.ta

   The problem concerns the question of the international respen-

sibility of states. When we discuss this problem, .me have to make

clear whether or not the action which causes the deposit of radio-

active fall-out en other states, that is, atmospheric nuclear weapon

testing itself is an illegal act. The Australian Government, as mentioned

in Section Z, claims that nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere

themselves are inconsistent with the rule of international law and

illegal. According to this claim, it is natural that the state which

conducts an illegal act and affects other stqtes is responsible under
international ' law.

   However, as 1 mentioned in the previous Section, the act itself,

the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere can not always be

thought iilegal becau$e the rule is not yet one crf general international
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law. In its public sitting, the Government of Australia referred also to

the doctrine of abuse of rights as an alternative to the argument

atready outlined. This argues that "the deleterious nature of the radio-

active fall-out and its effect, actual and potential, upon Australia and

upon its population, are such that testing which deposits such fall-out

amounts to an abuse of the right to test."pt In this argument, Aus-

tralia does not presuppose the illegality of nuclear tests.

    When we view the nuclear testing itself as not illegal, the problem

is whether or not the state whose act causes some effect on other

states beyond its boundaries is responsible. The Trail Smelter Case

presents a very similar situation. One author contends that "the award

in the Trail Smelter Case could be a precedent for viewing nuclear

weapon tests such as the Bikini incident."eD In the Trail Smelter Case,

the Arbitral Tribunal found as follows:

       Under the principles of international law, as well as of the

    law of the United States, no state has the right to use or permit

    the use of its territory in such a manner as to cause injury by

    fumes in or to the territory of another or the properties or persons

    therein, when the case is of serious consequence and the injury

    is established by clear and convincing evidence.ca .
This is the principle of siac "tere tuo aZienum nen laetlas which is

generally recognized as a principle of international law and which is

also expressed as principle 21 of the declaration of the U. N. Confer-

ence on the Human Environment.
    This principle adopted in the Trail Smelter Case could be applied

to the Nuclear Test Case. But in applying it, we confront the problem

of damage. For, in the Trail Smelter Case it is presupposed that "the

injury is established by clear and convincing evidence" from whieh

the Tribunal finds compensation for reduction in the value of use or

rental of the land caused by the fumigations. In this point, the Nuclear

Test Case is quite different from the Trail Smelter Case because what

the Australian Government seeks in the dispute is not conpensation

but a declaratory judgment that nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere
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 are illegal and a discontinuation of'Frehch testing. '.The request' of. a

 declaratory judgment from the Court reminds us of the Corfu Channel

 Case of 1949, in which the International Court of Justice said as

        Between independent states, respect for territorial sovereignty

    is an essential foundation of international ralations. ...to ensure

    respect for international law, of which it is the organ, the Court

    must declare that the action of the British Navy constituted a

    violation of Albanian sovereignty. ...This declaration by the Court

    constitutes in itself appropriate satisfaction.ca

 In Corfu Channel Case, the illegality of the British act, that is, the

 clearing of the mines in the channel, is presupposed, and the Court

 declared the illegality of it. In Nuclear Case, as •I mentioned before,

 the illegality of nuclear weapon testing in itself has not been established.

 Therefore, the reasoning of the Corfu Channel Case can not be applied

 to the Nuclear Test Case and the judgment can not be a precedent

 for Nuclear Test Case beeause the illegality of the action can not be

 established.

' The problem of damage arises when an act itself can not be said

 iilegal, in order to make a state responsible for its act. In the Trail

 Smelter Case, Canada was held responsible because the injury was

 established by clear and convincing evidence. It is necessary even in

 the Nuclear Test Case that damage be clearly established., In this

 point, the meaning of damage becomes very important and decisive.

 The question is whether the deposit and the dispersion of radio-active

 fall-out on the territories of other states constitutes real damage or

 not. The Australian Government claims that it violates its territoriai

 sovereignty. Gttnter Handl submits that "injury in,the sense of material

 damage is the foundation of state responsibility in cases where a state

 activity lawiul Per se entails extraterritorial environmental effect. The

 mere fact of the "violation of sovereignty" implicit in the transfrontier

 crossing of pollutants is thus insufficient to render a state liable for

 the activity generating the pollutant.7pt According to the opinion of
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Handl, the Australian•claim can not be sustained. •

    These days some activities inherently dangerous are increasingly

treated under the doctrine of strict liability.es In the case of nuclear

tests, it is very difficult for the victims to prove the fault of the state

which conducts nuclear tests. But even when we adopt the doctrine

of strict 1iability when considering nuclear tests, the occurence of

damage is a prerequisite for liability of a state whose activity has

some effect on other states.

    According to the rule of traditional international law, material

damage is a prerequisite for rendering liable a state whose. activity,

lawful itself, has some effect on other states. It is true even in cases

to which the doctrine of strict liability can be applied. When material

damage is not established -clearly, the state conducting nuclear weapon

tests which have some transfrontier effects is not responsible for these

effects.

    Finally, we have to examine the question whether the problem of

nuclear weapon tests can be treated in the category of transtrontier

pollution. The, Australian Government considers fall-out is of a quite

different nature from the usual pollutant of air or water. It argues

that nuclear weapon tests themselves are unusual, abnormal, unnatural

and extremely dangerous activities and which are in themselves harmful.

                                                 ----The claim here is that nuclear weapon tests are an activity st" genens.

    If the nuclear weapon tests 'are, as the Australian Government

claims, an activity stii geners's and a completely new activity, and if

they can not be disposed of by the rule of traditional international

law, we need a new rule of international law. Studies of the effects

of nuclear weapon tests are increasing in the field of natural science,

and world opinion reflects how dangerous the nuclear tests are. We

need a rule of law which prohibits the conducting of nuclear tests in

light of the human environment. In this respect, the problem has some

connection to the legality of nuclear weapon tests themselves as men-

tioned above in Section I.

    In conclusion, from the point of view of positive international

                                     '
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law, there is

radio-activity

no rule of law wh

itself where there

.

IC

.

IS

h prohibits fall-out and dispersion of

no proof of material damage.os

     Section III FREEDOM OF THE HIGH SEAS

    The third right which the Australian Government claims to have

been violated by French nuclear tests is as follows:

       The interference with ships and aircraft on the high seas and

    in the superjacent airspace, and the pollution of the high seas by

    radio-active fall-out, constitute infringements of the freedom of the

    high seas.ca

Two claims are maintained here by Australia on the basis of the

principle of the freedom of the high seas. The first is against the

violation of the right of free navigation. The second is against the

violation of the right to fish in unpolluted seas. .

    The first claim, that is, against the violation of the right of free

navigation, concerns the establishment of control over parts of the

high seas by virtue of French nuclear weapon tests. The French

Government established `zones interdites' to aircraft since 1965, `zones

dangereuses' to aircraft and ships during the test series and a `zone

de securite' in 1973. The Government of Australia contends that "when

a state purports to declare areas of the high seas prohibited or dan'

gerous, that is, in the eyes of international law, a sufficient interference

with the right of others."ua

    On the contrary, the French Government maintains that it is

usual to establish danger zones on the high seas because of military

manoeuvres or firing exercises, and that even during earlier nuclear

tests they were established legally.os It continues to argue that the

danger zones established by France are quite reasonable in respect to

duration, area, notification, routine navigation and fishing.ee

                          ,
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    This problem was 'vety hotly discussed in connection with the

nuclear tests perfdrmed by the United States in the 1950s and in the

process of negotiation of the Convention on the High Seas of 1958.

The geographical features of Marshall Islands in which the nuclear

tests were conducted by the United States are similar to those of

Mururoa Atoll in which nuclear tests were conducted by the French

    Many arguments have been advanced concerning the relation of
the freedom of the high seas and nuclear weapon tests which led to

the establishment of danger zones. The first three points argue the

illegality of the test, and the last three then legality; First, some authors

maintain that the nuclear weapon tests are contrary to the freedom of

the high seas and illegal because of the establishment of the danger

zones themselves. They submit that "the establishment of such zones

on the high seas does not necessarily mean the establishment of sov-

ereignty but that it is a kind of control or jurisdiction which violates

the principle of the freedom of the high seas."en

    Second, it is submitted that "although the establishmeht of danger

zones is not in itself illegal, every activity on'the high seas is not

permitted because the interest which should' be protected in internat-

ional society is the interest of navigation and fishing. Nuclear weapon

tests are illegal if and to the extent that they violate the freedom of

navigation or fishing."ea Some scholars, in addition, enumerate the

freedom to lay submarine cables and pipelines and the freedom of
overflight.es

    Third, a commentator contends that "conducting nuclear weapon

tests on the high seas 'is generally recognized as one of the freedom

of the use of the high seas but that the te'sts can not be allowed to

disturb the other uses of the high sea by other states. Two conditions,

equality and temporality, must be maintained. Therefore, the nuclear

tests by the'United States in the 1950s constitinte, in effect, an abuse

of this right and a violation of international law."pt

    Fourth, an argumerit, which is opposed to the first one, is submitted
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that "the high seas are free and that it is permitted under international

law to use them for nuclear weapon tests provided that appropriate

preventive measures, such as the establishment of danger zones, are

taken."es According to this opinion, the establishnent of the danger

zones is a justification for conducting nuclear test.

    Fifth, contrary to the second opinion above, it is argued that

freedom of the high seas means not only freedom of navigation and

fishing. They say that claims of navigation and fishing and those that

may interfere are of a common character and the all-pervading test

for resolving competing claims to authority and control on the high

seas is the test of reasonableness. The nuclear weapon tests by the

United States were reasonable and hence lawfulpa

    Sixth, there is an argument which is concerned with self-defense•

The claim is that "it can not be reasonably concluded that it is

unreasonable for the United States to engage in such temporary and

limited interference with navigation and fishing as are involved in the

hydrogen bomb tests, in preparation for the• defehce of itself and all

allies and of all the values of a free world society."en But the justifi-

cation of nuclear weapon tests which have some effect on the high

seas by a claim of preparation for seif-defense necessarily encounters

very strong criticism.ee In addition, some authors maintain that inter-

national law in existence is unclear about this new problemee and

further that this problem can not be solved by positive law.ee

    In process of negotiating Article 2 of the Convention on the High

Seas, the socialist states mainly claimed that nuclear testing on the

high seas was inconsistent with the freedom of the high seas. At the

Geneva Conference of 1958, it was impossible to insert an express

provision to the effect that nuclear weapon tests on the high seas

should be prohibited. So the Convention provides that the freedon of

the high seas "shall be exercised by all states with reasonable regard

to the interests of other states in their exercise of the freedom of the

high seas". It is submitted as a construction of this provision that the

standard of "reasonable consideration" applies even to nuclear tests
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on the high seas, and if reasonable consideration is taken, nuclear

tests would be permitted and regarded as legal. On the contrary, it is

also argtied that the provision prohibits nuclear weapon tests.

    In conclusion, it is very difficult to draw a precise status of law

concerning nuclear weapon tests which have some effects on the high

seas from the arguments of the 1950s and Article 2 of the Convention

on the High Seas. The problem depends on whether the nuclear
weapon tests are, as France argues, almost the same as the traditional

uses of the high seas for military manoeuvres or firing exercises or,

as Australia argues, quite different from these traditional uses.

    The second protest by Australia is against the violation of the

right of fishing in unpolluted seas. The Government of Australia

maintained that the test of an actual breach of the freedom of the

high seas was not whether a specific ship or aircraft has deen con-

taminated by radio-activity arising from nuclear tests. The real question

is whether the conduct of France is likely to affect adversely the

general right possessed by other states to use and enjoy the sea and

its resources.tw Behind this claim exists the idea that radio-activity,

even if very little, is inherently harmful to human beings and their

circumstances and that men should not be exposed to radio-activity

unless they get compensatory advantages. On the other hand, the

French Government holds that "the radio-active elements produced

during the tests are in fact so small that they have to be considered

negligible and have no effect on human health."ua

    Positive efforts to protect the human environment from various

kinds of pollution are being made in international society. In 1972,

the U. N. Conference on the Human Environment was held and it
adopted a declaration and a programme of action. Concerning marine

pollution, some conventions have been adopted. Article 25 of the High

Seas Convention deals with pollution by radio-active materials. From

these documents, Australia argues that "it is the duty of states not

to subject the natural resources of the high seas to any unwarrented

environmentel hazard."as
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    It is very desitable tO protect the high sieas ftbm pollution by

tadio-active fall-out, and protection of the environment is a recent

trend in international law. But, in conclusion, it is Very difficult to

ptove the existence of a rule of international law on the environment

which has the effect of prohibiting every kirid 'of nuclear weapon test.

  ' The above-mentioned two claims in regard to freedorn of the high

seas are an attemPt to draw concrete rules of international law from

the general principle of freedom of the high seas. And both parties,

that is, Australia and FranCe, sought to draw concrete rules whi6h

are advantageous tO themselves. Fur' ther, the claims of vari'ous authors

are too diverse to deduceaconclusion. '
    Based on the foregoing examination, it is my opinion that it is

not correct to maintain that every nuclear weapon test which has some

               tteffect on the high seas--regardless of its nature, scale, location or the

scale of its influence-is inconsistent with freedom of the high seas. It

might be held that some of the nuclear tests undertaken by the United

States and France are, by examining the concrete cireumstanees,
contrary to freedom' of the high seas. But it would be impossible to

obtain a declaratoty judgment to the effect that every nuclear weapon

test in the atmosphere which has some effect on the high seas is

illegal.

CONCLUSION

    The first claim of Australia before the Irtternational Court' of

Justice can not be accepted. To this claim that the prohibition of

nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere has become a part of•general

international law, the negative a'ttitude of France and China is critical.

It is impossible to impose obligation under the Partial Test Ban Treaty
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       1
upon France and China who oppose to an international Pax Russq-

Americana and continue their own nuclear development.,But the
development Qf the prohibition of nuclear tests into, customary

international law is particularly important as lex ferenda as world

public opinion emphasizes.

    The second claim of Australia also can not be recognized in the

formula the Australian Government argues. Although the deposit and

dispersion of radio-active fall-out may cause various types of damage

to other states, the simple fact of deposit and dispersion, without any

proof of material damage, is not enough to render the nuclear weapon

tests illegal. The Australian. Government should have shown actual

material damage and shown an interrelationship between the damage

and the fact of the deposit and dispersion. Then it should have claimed

the discontinuance of nuclear weapon tests. In this point, citation

from scientific studies of the dangers of radio-active fall-out to human

beings and their environment is very important. It may be expected

that the dangers of radio-active fall-out will lead to a new rule of

international law which prohibits any kind of nuclear weapon tests in

the atrnosphere.

    The third claim of Australia, the claim in the light of freedom of

the high seas, also can not be sustained. Because the effects of nuclear

weapon tests in the atmosphere are extremely various, it can not be

held that every test is directly contrary to freedom of the high seas.

In the case of the French tests, the French Government would be
responsible in •respect that it established a very large security zone

and caught some ships. In this respect too, the Australian Government

should have proved the concrete material damage, and then it should

have claimed illegality on the basis of scientific studies,

    In conclusion, none of the three claims of Australia can be
accepted as a rule of positive international law, but a!1 three claims

show the direction in which international law is tending to develop.

As a result, the Australian claims are extremely important as an

expression of lex ferenda. Development of international law in the

                             (17)
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field of second and third claims would heip development of law in

the first field.

    The International Court of Justice didn't consider the legality of

the nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere directly, but it contributed

indirectly to the progressive development of the body of international

law which prohibits nuclear tests. In the order of the interim measure

in 1973, the Court indicated that "the French Government should

avoid nuclear tests causing the deposit or radio-active fall-out on

Australian tenitory."ua In the judgment of December 20, 1974, the

Court found that the claim of Australia no longer had any object

and that the Court was therefore not called upon to give a decision

thereon. By the finding of the Court, the obiect of the claim has

clearly disappeared because the unilateral declarations by the Govern-

ment of France constitute an undertaking possessing legal effect.

What is the most important is the finding of the Court that by its

declarations France has undertaken the obligation to hold no further

nuclear tests in the atmosphere in the South Pacific.

    The role of the Court in making the law clear and in promoting

the progressive development of law must be appreciated. Since the

judgment France has not conducted nuclear weapon tests in the
atmosphere. In 1976, the President of France guaranteed to the
Premier of New Zealand that his country would never conduct atmos-

pheric nuclear tests in the South Pacific.

    In sum, we can say that the development of a general inter-
national law which prohibits nuclear weapon tests in the atmosphere

has begun.

(18)
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